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Abstract. A key component of accurate spectroscopic-based cancer
diagnostics is the ability to differentiate spectral variations resulting
from epithelial tissue dysplasia. Such measurement may be enhanced
by discretely probing the optical properties of the epithelial tissue
where the morphological and biochemical features vary according to
tissue depths. More precisely, layer-specific changes in tissue optical
properties correlated to cellular dysplasia can be determined by con-
ventional reflectance spectroscopy when it is coupled with angularly
variable fiber geometry. Thus, this study addresses how angularly vari-
able fiber geometry can resolve spatially specific spectral signatures of
tissue pathology by interpreting and analyzing the reflectance spectra
of increasingly dysplastic epithelial tissue in reflectance-mode Monte
Carlo simulation. Specifically, by increasing the obliquity of the col-
lection fibers from 0 to 40 deg in the direction facing toward the
illumination fiber, the spectral sensitivity to tissue abnormalities in the
epithelial layer is thereby improved, whereas orthogonal fibers are
more sensitive to the changes in the stromal layer. © 2007 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2769328�
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Introduction
ptical spectroscopy has been used to characterize morpho-

ogical, structural, and biochemical changes in cells and tis-
ue. In particular, the potential utility of reflectance spectros-
opy for the early detection of tissue malignancy has been
reviously demonstrated.1–4 Examination of epithelial tissue
eveals the developmental status of human carcinoma. There-
ore, it is advantageous to probe this superficial tissue where
ntraepithelial dysplasia can be characterized by: 1. an in-
reased nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio, and 2. the presence of
yperchromasia and pleomorphism.2,5 Reflectance spectros-
opy is minimally invasive and yields diagnostically valuable
nformation about the sizes and distributions of scattering en-
ities embedded in tissue �e.g., nuclei and intracellular
rganelles�.2,3,6–9 Although the diagnostic accuracy of optical
echniques has been extensively investigated in many prelimi-
ary studies,10–14 there is a compelling need to refine the
issue-depth selectivity of spectroscopic techniques to en-
ance their diagnostic sensitivity and specificity.

Depth-resolved, or depth-selective, reflectance spectros-
opy has been approached from many perspectives. For ex-
mple, polarized reflectance spectroscopy can be used to bet-
er isolate epithelial scattering from bulk reflectance

easurements by selectively collecting reemitted light of the
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same polarization as the source.3,15,16 Another approach in-
volves varying the geometrical configurations of photon de-
livery and collection such that the result affects source-
detector separation distances �SDSD�,17–19 aperture sizes,20–24

angular numerical apertures,20,22,25 the spacing between the
distal tip of a probe and tissue surface,20,21,26,27 or a probe’s
angular orientation with respect to the target tissue.28,29 The
objective of these geometrical manipulations is to differentiate
low-order scattering in superficial tissue from photons dif-
fusely scattered at deeper tissue depths. By selectively en-
hancing and minimizing photon collections from the target
and background regions, respectively, depth-resolved optical
spectroscopy can be achieved.

The geometrical configurations of photon delivery and col-
lection, as noted before, can be achieved by using fiber optics
via mechanical means, such as adjustable positioning and ori-
entation of optical fibers in a fiber probe, or alternatively, via
optical means, such as ray guidance using optical elements.
Computational modeling and experimentation on tissue phan-
toms have been the basis for the design and optimization of
fiber probe geometry for depth-resolved reflectance and fluo-
rescence spectroscopy. Recently published studies supply
some examples of this technology, and these include the fol-
lowing: Zhu, Liu, and Ramanujam,22 who adopted a multi-
separation fiber probe to achieve depth-selectable optical
probing in breast tissue; Skala et al.,30 who, in their Monte
1083-3668/2007/12�4�/044012/14/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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arlo study, showed that the fluorescence sensitivity to the
pithelial layer dramatically improved from 15 to 72% at a
ource-detector separation of 200 �m when the illumination
ngle, measured out of the plane of tissue surface, increased
rom 0 deg �orthogonal� to 45 deg; and Nieman et al.28 and
chwarz et al.,31 who later showed that the same angular fiber
pproaches can result in depth selection in layered phantoms.
ur previous study29 involving the concept of angled fiber
eometry also provided both a quantitative and systematic
nderstanding about the efficacy of applying fiber geometry to
eflectance measurements in biologically relevant environ-
ents. Specifically, we discovered that the collection fiber

ngles can be utilized to manipulate depth selection in tissue
here probing depths are controlled by the orientation of the

ollection fibers with respect to the illumination axis. For ex-
mple, more superficially probing depths can be achieved
here collection fibers are facing toward the illumination
oint, the level depending on the degree of fiber rotation. On
he other hand, collection fibers rotated away from the illumi-
ation point yield much more extensive probing depths into
he basal layer of tissue at a given source-detector separation
ue to the exclusion of superficially scattered rays. All of
hese recent studies have contributed to a growing interest in
he utility of using angularly variable fiber geometry to di-
ectly achieve depth selection in tissue.

While there is strong evidence to support the use of angled
ber geometry to achieve the desired layer selection, we be-

ieve that it is even more important to gain further understand-
ng about the ability of using these proposed concepts to de-
ect specific changes in tissue properties, because tissue
roperties, primarily those involving absorption and scattering
ue to alterations in tissue biochemistry and morphology, are
mportant indicators of tissue pathology. It is precisely the
entral focus of this study to determine if the proposed fiber
eometries can effectively detect and reveal changes in tissue
roperties by means of reflectance spectroscopy. Our previous
ffort specifically investigated the spatial distribution of scat-
ered photons in a two-layer epithelial model at a single wave-
ength. Building on this foundation, the present study under-
akes spectral analyses of the reflectance spectra gathered
sing different angular configurations of the collection fibers.
e believe that such spectral analysis is necessary, because

ur previous study on depth-resolved reflectance does not pro-
ide sufficiently comprehensive information about the capa-
ility of spatially resolving reflectance spectra using angled
ber geometry. This is important because the spectral depen-
ence of tissue reflectance is sensitive to the morphology of
pithelial cells. In this study, we specifically focus on the
uantitative changes in spectral fluence and structure when
ayered-specific tissue optical properties are varied in a two-
ayer tissue model. These properties consist of the parameters
f scattering and absorption coefficients that collectively de-
cribe the general optical properties of human uterine-cervical
pithelial tissue. In addition, we note that these tissue optical
roperties are precisely controlled in the simulation model.
onsequently, the resulting quantitative data can be inter-
reted more easily than those derived from phantom-based
xperiments. Thus, the results and conclusions presented in
his study may serve as a theoretical foundation on which to

ase future experimental studies.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044012-
2 Methods
2.1 Tissue Model and Optical Properties
A two-layer cylindrical tissue model is used to represent hu-
man uterine-cervical epithelial tissue. The thickness of the
epithelial �top� layer is set at 450 �m to approximate the
average thickness of the human uterine-cervical epithelium.32

The basal stromal layer is set at 10 mm, which is representa-
tive of a semi-infinite tissue layer underneath the epithelium.
The cylindrical diameter of 20 mm is wide enough to encom-
pass all photon paths collectible by our particular fiber geom-
etries. The optical properties of the tissue model are based on
the values reported by Collier et al.,33 Chang et al.,34 and
Drezek et al.3 that were also adopted by Zhu, Liu, and
Ramanujam,22 Wang et al.,29 and Skala et al.30 in their respec-
tive studies on epithelial tissue. The adopted scattering and
absorption coefficients for the tissue model can be found in
Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�, respectively. The anisotropy factors of the
epithelium and stroma are 0.94 and 0.89, respectively, and are
assumed to be constant according to our references.3,34

2.2 Tissue Properties and Rationale
This study investigates the sensitivities of fiber probes to: 1.

Fig. 1 �a� and �b� Optical properties of the normal and abnormal
epithelial models are shown. The sectioned lines denote the proper-
ties of normal tissue; the triangular markers denote the epithelia and
should be referenced to the primary axis on the left.
changes in tissue scattering properties and 2. changes in tissue
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bsorption. As previously noted, epithelial dysplasia is linked
o the growth of epithelial nuclei and the consequent increase
f scattering. To explain, in human stratified epithelial tissue,
typical nucleus has a diameter of approximately 5 �m,

hile the size can nearly double in cellular dysplasia. Cases
nvolving an increase as large as 20 �m in diameter have
een reported.2,28,35–39 These enlarged nuclei in the epithelial
ayer consequently increase the local scattering coefficients of
he affected region. However, in advanced neoplasm, where
egradation of collagen occurs in the stromal layer,40–42 a de-
rease in basal layer scattering has also been reported.43,44

ore importantly, such changes in tissue scattering result in
ifferences in reflectance spectra, affecting detection of tissue
athology. Thus, the sensitivity and specificity of optical di-
gnostics applied to tissue may be enhanced where a given
ber geometry is able to identify the origins of detected spec-

ra. From the perspective of tissue pathology then, it is impor-
ant to understand how varying scattering properties of both
pithelial and stromal layers may be better diagnosed with the
ngled fiber approach.

Three scattering scenarios are implemented in our tissue
odel. These scenarios take into account the development of

issue pathology relative to: 1. individual variations of the
cattering coefficients of either the superficial or basal layer,
nd 2. simultaneous changes of tissue scattering in both lay-
rs. We use the scattering coefficients of the normal and ab-
ormal cervical tissue as the boundary values of our model.
etween these boundaries, three intermediate and equidistant
oints are designated as the transitional stages of tissue dys-
lasia. The scattering coefficients of the normal and abnormal
issue corresponding to both epithelial and stromal layers are
hown in Fig. 1�a�. The three intermediate levels are omitted
rom the graph to avoid cluttering, but those values can be
alculated as the weighted means �25/75, 50/50, and 75/25
ercentage ratios� of the boundary values. This model does
ssume that the correlation between tissue pathology and scat-
ering is linearly proportional. However, we believe it is jus-
ified in this particular study, since our primary aim focuses
n investigating the capability of various fiber designs to dif-
erentiate, among reflectance spectra, the changes in layer-
pecific tissue properties. To emphasize the effect of tissue
cattering, we keep the absorption coefficients of the tissue
odel constant and equal to those of the normal epithelial

issue.
With regard to tissue absorption, hemoglobin is perhaps

he most dominant and relevant tissue chromophore. As such,
ccelerated metabolism and neovascularization associated
ith tissue neoplasia significantly affect the level of hemoglo-
in absorption in tissue;45–47 therefore, hemoglobin absorption
s an important indicator of tissue pathology. However, it is
enerally believed that neovascularization usually does not
ppear at the onset of epithelial dysplasia, during which pe-
iod most observable abnormalities are manifested in the epi-
helial layer. In addition, general hemoglobin absorption can
ose a significant interference to the measurement of other
hysiological parameters, such as intrinsic tissue fluorescence
nd absorption due to nonhemoglobin chromophores. Not-
ithstanding these complications, our objective focuses on

he performance of angular fiber geometry with respect to
issue absorption at different tissue pathological levels. Ac-

ordingly, spatially resolved spectroscopy provides an oppor-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044012-
tunity to separate layered-specific tissue absorption from the
bulk measurement. Thus, for the superficially probing fiber
geometry, it is desirable to have minimal perturbations in re-
flectance spectra due to hemoglobin absorption, while the
deeply probing geometries are needed to increase the reflec-
tance sensitivity to hemoglobin absorption in tissue.

Similar to the scattering scenarios, three absorption sce-
narios are implemented in the simulation model. This model
takes into account isolated absorption variations of either the
superficial or basal layer, as well as simultaneous changes of
tissue absorption in both layers. Here, we use the absorption
coefficients of the normal and abnormal cervical epithelial
tissue as the boundary values �Fig. 1�b��.3,34 Similar to the
scattering scenarios, four intermediate points are selected as
the transition states of tissue dysplasia. To emphasize the ef-
fect of tissue absorption, we use the scattering coefficients of
the normal epithelial tissue as a constant parameter in the
model.

2.3 Fiber Geometries
Before starting the Monte Carlo simulation, solid fiber optics
were computationally implemented in the simulation program
to imitate realistic spatial configurations of fibers in a fiber
probe. To execute this, a single illumination fiber, 100 �m in
diameter, is situated at the center of the tissue model, sur-
rounded by a ring of 12 collection fibers, also 100 �m in
diameter and 300 �m apart, as measured center-to-center
from the source fiber. The collection fibers are evenly spaced
and positioned concentrically about the illumination axis;
each fiber is individually modeled as a solid 3-D object. The
illumination fiber is invariantly oriented flush to the surface of
the tissue model, and only the angular orientation of the col-
lection fibers is investigated. Three collection angles, 0, 40,
and −20 deg, are implemented in this study. The negative
angle denotes fiber rotation away from the illumination fiber.
Differences in refractive indices and losses due to refraction
are taken into account by the simulation program, based on
the theoretical calculation of Fresnel’s refraction formula. The
refractive indices of the fibers and tissue in our model are 1.5
and 1.37, respectively. The nominal numerical aperture of the
fibers is 0.22, modeling after common multimode fiber optics,
which translates to an effective numerical aperture of 0.16
inside the tissue model.

2.4 Ray Tracing and TracePro Simulation
TracePro by Lambda Research �Littleton, Massachusetts� is
the ray-tracing program used for the theoretical calculation of
photon propagation in the tissue model. TracePro utilizes the
well-established Monte Carlo solid modeling method to simu-
late photon interactions with tissue. The human interface of
TracePro is similar to that of CAD, which allows users to
create necessary geometric details of the model. Particulars
about Monte Carlo modeling can be found in many published
scientific texts.48–53

In TracePro, illumination photons are guided through a
perpendicularly oriented source fiber at the center of the tissue
surface via an effective numerical aperture of 0.16, as noted
before. An evaluation of simulation convergence had already
been conducted prior to the initiation of this study. At that

time, we ran ten groups of provisional simulations with in-
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reasing numbers of incident rays, and calculated the detected
eflectance convergence. With a ray count of 10 million per
avelength, the maximum standard error among the ten trial

imulations across the entire spectrum was no greater than
%. Therefore, we determined that 10 million incident pho-
ons were sufficient to provide necessary simulation conver-
ence. 40 million photons per wavelength are used in the final
imulations to have extra data sampling. MATLAB version
.0 by Mathworks, Incorporated �Natick, MA� is used for
ostsimulation data processing.

In this spectral simulation study, we are primarily inter-
sted in the reflectance spectra sampled under different tissue
ptical properties using the fiber geometries indicated earlier.
etected photons �simulated separately for each wavelength�

nd their remnant photonic weights �1 being the initial value�
re summed to give the total detected reflectance at each
imulated wavelength. The penetration depth �Zmax� of a
ingle photon is defined as the greatest axial displacement of
hoton propagation. Although Zmax does not completely rep-
esent the spatial distribution of photons in tissue, since it
nly quantifies photon propagation in the axial direction, it is
n appropriately indicative metric for the characterization of
hoton penetration in tissue and can be directly correlated to
ctual tissue depths. As the spatial metric, characterizing in-
ividual photons, is properly defined, its weighted average
ith respect to individual photons’ contribution to the overall

eflectance is taken. This is done to give a proper valuation of
he probing capability of the fiber probes as a whole. Let the
eight of each detected photon be f, the number of detected
hotons NP, and the total reflectance R. Then the expected
alue of probing depth at that wavelength is formulated as the
ollowing:

Z���probe =

�
j=1

NP

f j��� · Z���maxj

�
j=1

NP

f j���

=

�
j=1

NP

f j��� · Z���maxj

R���
. �1�

Results
.1 Changes in Scattering Coefficients
igures 2�a�–2�c� show the reflectance detected by the 0-deg
ollection fibers at 300-�m SDSD when the scattering coef-
cients are varied in the epithelial, stromal, and both layers,
espectively. The fluence values are referenced to the peak of
he normal tissue’s spectra, so that the differences among the
imulated reflectance spectra can be easily assessed. As the
pithelial scattering increases nearly threefold from the nor-
al to abnormal state, we expect to detect more early return-

ng photons reemitted from the superficial layer. However,
nd contrary to our expectations, a slight downward trend in
he detected reflectance is observed for the 0-deg collection
bers. Based on diminishing fluence levels, together with the
pposing phenomenon of increasing superficial scattering, we
onclude that the 0-deg fiber geometry may be predominantly
ensitive to the basal stromal layer.

Figures 3�a�–3�c� depict the detected reflectance by the

0-deg collection fibers, and the optical properties of the tis-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044012-
sue model are identical to those implemented previously.
Contrary to the orthogonal fibers, this obliquely oriented fiber
geometry accurately probes the epithelial layer, which is its
expected target, and yields reflectance spectra consistent with

Fig. 2 �a�, �b�, and �c� Reflectance spectra detected by the 0-deg col-
lection fibers when tissue scattering coefficients progress from the nor-
mal to abnormal conditions in the epithelial, stromal, and both layers,
respectively; the values of fluence are referenced to the peak of the
normal tissue.
the rising trend of the epithelial scattering, as epithelial dys-

July/August 2007 � Vol. 12�4�4
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lasia progresses. Additionally, the fluence levels and spectral
tructures of the reflectance curves shown in Figs. 3�a� and
�c� are in general agreement. This indicates that the stromal
ariations additionally included in Fig. 3�c� do not signifi-
antly alter the results. At the same time, Fig. 3�b� corrobo-

ig. 3 �a�, �b�, and �c� Reflectance spectra detected by the 40-deg
ollection fibers when tissue scattering coefficients progress from the
ormal to abnormal conditions in the epithelial, stromal, and both
ayers, respectively; the values of reflectance fluence are referenced to
he peak of the normal tissue.
ates this conclusion by demonstrating that variations in the

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044012-
stromal scattering only produce limited changes in the reflec-
tance spectra, which are sampled with the 40-deg collection
fibers.

Fig. 4 �a�, �b�, and �c� Reflectance spectra detected by the −20-deg
collection fibers when tissue scattering coefficients progress from the
normal to abnormal conditions in the epithelial, stromal, and both
layers, respectively; the values of reflectance fluence are referenced to
the peak of the normal tissue.
In Figs. 4�a�–4�c�, where the reflectance spectra yielded by

July/August 2007 � Vol. 12�4�5
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he −20-deg fibers are shown, we can see that the changes in
pithelial scattering only produce limited perturbations on the
pectra, whereas much more pronounced differences in the
pectral fluence and structure are seen for the cases involving
hanges in stromal scattering properties.

Quantitatively, Table 1 tabulates the “area under curve”
AUC� values of the spectra with various combinations of
ber angles and tissue scattering properties. The dataset of the
ormal tissue is designated as the reference and normalized to
ne. For fiber geometry insensitive to changes in the scatter-
ng property of a particular tissue layer, AUC should remain
elatively unperturbed, while acute changes in AUC typically
ndicate a strong sensitivity to the particular layer under in-
estigation. Neither the 0- nor −20-deg fibers yield significant
ifferences in AUC when the epithelial layer is the sole sub-
ect of investigation. The 40-deg fibers are particularly insen-
itive to the changes in stromal scattering, while significant
hanges in AUC are seen for the same fiber geometry as the
pithelial model transforms from normal to abnormal. This
trong correlation with the epithelial layer suggests that the
0-deg fibers have the potential to detect tissue pathology
nside epithelia at an earlier time than the 0- and −20-deg
bers.

In addition to the spectral relationship between the fiber
eometry and tissue scattering, the probing depths of a fiber
robe may also be affected by the changes in a tissue’s optical
roperties. Our simulation results show that the probing
epths of all three fiber probes gradually increase with in-
reasing wavelengths. This occurs because tissue is generally
ess scattering and absorptive at longer wavelengths. The

able 1 Area under curve with respect to various combinations of
issue scattering properties and fiber geometry; values are normalized
o the dataset of the normal tissue. Greater deviations from the normal
issue indicate strong fiber probing sensitivity and correlation to cor-
esponding tissue layers.

Tissue scattering transition

ollection
ber
ngle

Layer under
Investigation Normal 25% 50% 75%

100%
�Abnormal�

deg Epithelium 1 0.95 0.90 0.86 0.82

Stroma 0.86 0.73 0.60 0.47

Both 0.83 0.66 0.53 0.43

0 deg Epithelium 1 1.40 1.79 2.15 2.68

Stroma 0.97 0.94 0.91 0.88

Both 1.36 1.71 2.05 2.38

20 deg Epithelium 1 1.03 1.06 1.09 1.12

Stroma 0.86 0.71 0.57 0.43

Both 0.88 0.77 0.66 0.54
rend of increasing probing depths with respect to longer

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044012-
wavelengths is consistent. Thus, for brevity, only two repre-
sentative wavelengths �420 and 580 nm, representing the
wavelengths on the shorter and longer ends of the spectrum,
respectively� are shown. The selective wavelengths are indeed
representative of the entire spectrum as regarding the penetra-
tion depths in tissue with respect to different fiber geometries.
Table 2 tabulates the expected probing depths, as defined in
Eq. �1�, with respect to the combinations of fiber geometries
and tissue scattering conditions discussed thus far, at wave-
lengths of 420 and 580 nm, respectively. In the parentheses
following the expected probing depths, we include the stan-
dard deviations with respect to the computed means by Eq.
�1�. Mathematically, the standard deviations are a measure of
distribution variation with respect to the mean values. In the
context of this study, the standard deviations denote the spa-
tial selectivity of the fiber probes. It must be noted that the
standard deviations here should not be regarded as the level of
convergence of the Monte Carlo simulations; instead, they
should be viewed as the ranges of probing depths extended
bilaterally from the expected probing depths.

3.2 Changes in Absorption Coefficients
Although the tissue absorptions of both the epithelial and stro-
mal layers are investigated, only the stromal absorption is
presented here. Our simulations indicate that epithelial ab-
sorption coefficients only impose minuscule perturbations to
the overall spectra. Using the metric AUC, we determine that
the greatest difference in overall reflectance fluence among
the simulated epithelial-only models is approximately 1%;
thus, we are unable to make definitive discriminations among
the spectra, since all spectra virtually overlap for all three
configurations of fiber geometry. Since the thickness of the
epithelial layer is small, the path lengths traversed by photons
in the epithelial layer are most likely too small to create sig-
nificant changes due to epithelial absorption. In addition,
since the levels of variation in epithelial absorption associated
with tissue pathology are considerably smaller in magnitude
than those involving stromal absorption, we do not include
epithelial absorption here.

Figures 5�a�–5�c� show the reflectance spectra of the 0-,
40-, and −20-deg collection fibers, respectively; both the epi-
thelial and stromal absorption coefficients sequentially transit
from the normal to abnormal state. Comparing the spectra
among the three subfigures, we see that the presence of he-
moglobin absorption is the least evident in the spectra col-
lected by the 40-deg fibers and the most evident for the
−20-deg. fibers, as gauged by the reflectance fluence at the
Soret �420 nm� and Q-band �540 and 580 nm� wavelengths.
To quantify the sensitivity of the fibers to tissue absorption,
we use the metric AUC to measure the change in overall
reflectance with respect to varying tissue absorption, and
these data are shown in Table 3. Based on the numerical re-
sults shown in Table 3, it is clear that epithelial absorption
properties have only very limited influence on the overall flu-
ence levels of detected reflectance, while comparatively, stro-
mal absorption is the main source of reflectance attenuation.
Figure 6 specifically demonstrates the trend of decreasing
AUC, as tissue absorption in both layers increases from nor-

mal to abnormal levels in tandem. The results suggest that the

July/August 2007 � Vol. 12�4�6
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20-deg fibers, by virtue of their deep probing depths, are
ore responsive to the changes in stromal absorption by

howing 11 percentage points of variation in AUC. On the
ther hand, the 40-deg fibers only have about 2 percentage
oints of variation in the AUC metric.

Table 4 shows another method of quantifying the fibers’
robing sensitivity to the stromal layer. This method measures
he levels of reflectance depression at hemoglobin’s Soret
avelength �420 nm� with respect to various combinations of

issue absorption properties and fiber geometries. Using the

Table 2 Mean and standard deviation of fiber p
tissue scattering properties and fiber geometry; v
tions enclosed in the parentheses represent the r
the means.

Collection
fiber
angle

Layer under
investigation Normal

0 deg Epithelium 600�85� 5

Stroma 6

Both 5

40 deg Epithelium 136�88� 1

Stroma 1

Both 1

−20 deg Epithelium 673�118� 6

Stroma 6

Both 6

Collection
fiber
angle

Layer under
investigation

Normal

0 deg Epithelium 694�145� 6

Stroma 7

Both 6

40 deg Epithelium 221�213� 1

Stroma 2

Both 1

−20 deg Epithelium 853�210� 8

Stroma 8

Both 8
ormal tissue model as the reference, we are able to assess the

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044012-
rate of reflectance attenuation at the Soret wavelength corre-
lated to the transition of tissue absorption from the normal to
abnormal states. This metric is particularly pertinent to the
interpretation of hemoglobin absorption in the reflectance
spectra: as hemoglobin concentration increases with angio-
genesis in diseased tissue, further depressed reflectance flu-
ence is seen with the 0- and −20-deg fibers, whereas only
limited deviations are observable for the 40-deg fibers, which
further confirm their insensitivity to hemoglobin interference
using the 40-deg fiber geometry.

depths with respect to various combinations of
re shown in the unit of �m. The standard devia-
f fiber probing depths extended bilaterally from

scattering transition at 420 nm

50% 75%
100%

�Abnormal�

� 573�95� 551�103� 534�112�

� 611�91� 619�96� 624�102�

� 570�103� 541�124� 500�147�

� 116�50� 115�48� 113�48�

� 119�48� 116�46� 114�42�

� 112�45� 109�43� 106�42�

� 621�116� 589�122� 557�129�

� 685�127� 698�147� 717�161�

� 624�135� 586�159� 541�168�

scattering transition at 580 nm

50% 75% 100%
�Abnormal�

� 670�145� 656�144� 644�144�

� 719�163� 741�177� 751�191�

� 682�158� 675�181� 647�206�

� 157�124� 141�97� 127�75�

� 177�163� 159�133� 135�76�

� 133�76� 122�52� 115�46�

� 797�214� 778�207� 759�200�

� 899�246� 939�257� 994�307�

� 834�232� 815�262� 804�284�
robing
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Discussion
.1 Sensitivities to Changes in Layer Scattering
n this study, we investigate the sensitivity of reflectance spec-

ig. 5 �a�, �b�, and �c� Reflectance spectra detected by the 0-, 40-, and
20-deg collection fibers, respectively, when tissue absorption coeffi-
ients progress from the normal to abnormal conditions in both layers;
he values of reflectance fluence are referenced to the peak of the
ormal tissue.
roscopy to changes in tissue scattering properties when dif-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044012-
ferent fiber geometries are used. From the results collectively
shown in Sec. 3.1, it is clear that changes in epithelial scat-
tering coefficients are best detected by the 40-deg collection
fibers, which produce the most discernable contrast among the
simulated reflectance spectra, as the epithelial scattering coef-
ficients increase from normal �low� to abnormal �high� levels
�Fig. 3�a��. At the same time, the 40-deg fibers are insensitive
to changes in the stromal layer by yielding nearly identical
reflectance spectra, regardless of the stromal scattering condi-
tions �Fig. 3�b��. In addition, the increase in epithelial scatter-
ing coefficients is accurately manifested in the reflectance
spectra with the 40-deg fibers. More specifically, the fluence
levels of the spectra consistently increase as the epithelial

Table 3 Area under curve with respect to various combinations of
tissue absorption properties and fiber geometry; values are normalized
to the dataset of the normal tissue. Greater deviations from the normal
tissue indicate strong fiber probing sensitivity and correlation to cor-
responding tissue layers.

Tissue absorption transition

Collection
fiber
angle

Layer under
investigation Normal 10% 25% 50% 75%

100%
�Abnorm

0 deg Epithelium 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01

Stroma 0.99 0.98 0.96 0.94 0.93

Both 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.93

40 deg Epithelium 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Stroma 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98

Both 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98

−20 deg Epithelium 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01

Stroma 0.99 0.97 0.94 0.91 0.88

Both 0.99 0.97 0.94 0.91 0.89

Fig. 6 Normalized areas under curve calculated for the 0-, 40-, and
−20-deg collection fibers, respectively, when tissue absorption coeffi-
cients progress from the normal to abnormal conditions in both layers;

the values of AUC are referenced to those of the normal tissue.
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ayer transforms from normal to abnormal. This is expected
ecause, as the epithelial scattering coefficients increase
early threefold, more photons should reemit from the super-
cial layer and increase the reflectance fluence. However, de-
reasing trends in the simulated reflectance are observed for
he 0-deg collection fibers �Fig. 2�a��. Diminishing fluence
evels, together with the opposing phenomenon of increasing
uperficial scattering, indicate that this fiber geometry may be
redominantly sensitive to the basal stromal layer. This is true
ecause, with greater superficial scattering, it is likely that
ore photons are scattered and reemitted in shallow depths

hat are not detectable by the 0 collection fibers. Although the
ource-detector separation distance �SDSD� is quite small
300 �m�, the majority of early returning photons remains
ear the source fiber, which is outside the detection space of
he collection fibers. Consequently, the increase in the super-
cially scattered rays does not contribute to the overall reflec-

ance. By the same argument, the rise in superficial scattering
hould reduce the number of photons that reach the basal
ayer, where the 0-deg fibers gather the majority of reflectance
ignals. As a result, reductions in reflectance fluence are seen
ere. The suggestion that the 0-deg fibers are deeply probing
s supported by the comparisons between Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�.
pecifically, as tissue transforms from the normal to diseased
tates, the scattering coefficients of the basal stromal layer
lso decrease. Under these conditions, the detected reflectance
orrespondingly diminishes with the downward trend of stro-
al scattering. Furthermore, the reflectance spectra shown in
igs. 2�b� and 2�c� are similar in both magnitude and struc-

ure, which suggests the limited influence of epithelial scatter-
ng in the resultant spectra.

Similar to the 0-deg fibers, the resultant reflectance spectra
imulated with the −20-deg fibers also demonstrate limited

Table 4 Level of reflectance fluence at hemoglo
combinations of tissue absorption properties and
the normal tissue. Greater deviations from the n
hemoglobin presence.

Collection
fiber
angle

Layer under
investigation Normal

0 deg Epithelium 1

Stroma

Both

40 deg Epithelium 1

Stroma

Both

−20 deg Epithelium 1

Stroma

Both
ensitivities to the changes in epithelial scattering properties.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044012-
The negative prefix of the −20-deg fibers denotes an opposite
rotation about the source fiber such that the angled fibers have
their distal facets facing away from the illumination point. By
blocking the intake of superficially scattered photons, this par-
ticular fiber geometry probes deeper into the tissue and, con-
sequently, yields spectra that are more responsive to the
changes in stromal tissue properties.

4.2 Disparities between the 0 and –20–Deg Fibers
Although both the 0 and −20-deg fibers are expected to probe
deeply into the tissue, we observe an interesting disparity in
their reflectance spectra, as shown in Fig. 2�a� for the 0-deg
fibers and Fig. 4�a� for the −20-deg fibers. In Fig. 2�a�, the
fluence level decreases with increasing epithelial scattering
coefficients. This may be attributed to both the loss of super-
ficially scattered photons that are not detectable by the collec-
tion fibers, and consequent reduction in photons entering the
stromal layer, as discussed previously. However, this effect
does not seem to apply to the −20-deg fibers, which, in con-
trast, exhibit a gain in reflectance fluence as a result of in-
creasing epithelial scattering. To further explain the apparent
disparity between these two similarly deeply probing fiber
geometries, we analyze the spatial distributions of the col-
lected photons to gather more information about the photon
collections of both fiber geometries. Beginning with the sim-
plest representation of photon distributions in tissue, Fig. 7
demonstrates the depth-wise distribution of reflectance de-
tected by the 0- and −20-deg fibers under low ��s
=4.82 mm−1� and high ��s=14.2 mm−1� epithelial scattering
coefficients that respectively represent the normal and abnor-
mal epithelial scattering properties implemented in the tissue
model. The horizontal axis is partitioned every 10 �m, and

ret wavelength �420 nm� with respect to various
eometry; values are normalized to the dataset of
tissue indicate strong fiber probing sensitivity to

issue absorption transition

25% 50% 75%
100%

�Abnormal�

0.99 0.98 0.97 0.97

0.92 0.84 0.78 0.73

0.91 0.83 0.76 0.70

0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98

0.99 0.98 0.97 0.97

0.98 0.97 0.96 0.95

0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96

0.86 0.74 0.65 0.58

0.85 0.73 0.63 0.56
bin’s So
fiber g
ormal

T

10%

1.00

0.96

0.96

1.00

0.99

0.99

1.00

0.94

0.94
the peak fluence is normalized to 1 to enable easy compari-
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ons among the curves. These reflectance data are sampled at
he 380-nm wavelength and verified to be representative of
he general trends across the spectrum. The common re-
ponses to increasing epithelial scattering between the 0- and
20-deg fibers are the moderate rises in superficial reflec-

ance from the epithelial layer, seen before the 450-�m mark
n the abscissa, and leftward shifts of peak stromal reflectance
o the epithelium-stroma interface. This explains the decrease
n tissue probing depths, as the superficial layer becomes

ore scattering. However, the 0-deg fibers have a significant
ecline in stromal reflectance under the higher epithelial scat-
ering condition, which, in effect, lowers the overall reflec-
ance, despite the moderate increase in superficially scattered
ignal. Interestingly, the −20-deg fibers do not suffer the same
oss in reflectance fluence as the 0-deg fibers. Instead, there is
gain of reflectance distributed in both epithelial and stromal

ayers for the −20-deg fibers with greater epithelial scattering.
The causes of the variations in the depth-resolved reflec-

ance may be better understood when the lateral distributions
f detected reflectance are analyzed. To illustrate this, Fig. 8
hows the density distribution of the collected photons with
espect to the lateral distances measured from the illumination
oint when the photons reach their respective maximum prob-
ng depths in tissue. The −20-deg fibers, by virtue of their
utwardly rotated facets, are able to detect photons farther
way from the source fiber, as opposed to the 0-deg fibers,
hich primarily gather photons in the tissue volume between

he source and collection fibers. The extended detection range
f the −20-deg fibers may enable greater collection of the
hotons scattered in the stromal layer and thereby create a
ain in the overall reflectance fluence.

Although Figs. 7 and 8 may reveal some important insights
nto the changes of reflectance distribution where tissue scat-
ering is concerned, the information is, nonetheless, one di-

ensional. For better qualitative understanding of photon dis-
ribution in the tissue models, the maps of fluence distribution
re used to provide simultaneous information about optical
uence and spatial distribution in both axial and radial direc-

ig. 7 Depth-wise distribution of reflectance detected by the 0- and
20-deg collection fibers under low ��s=4.82 mm−1� and high ��s
14.2 mm−1� epithelial scattering conditions that respectively repre-

ent the normal and abnormal epithelial scattering properties imple-
ented in our tissue models. The horizontal axis is partitioned into

ections of 10 �m, and the peak fluence is normalized to one.
ions, as shown in Figs. 9�a�–9�d�. In these figures, the ab-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044012-1
scissa denotes the lateral positions of the moving photons in
tissue, and the ordinate denotes the axial positions measured
from the tissue surface. It should be noted that only the col-
lected photons are shown in the maps; hence, the data pro-
vided in these figures do not account for photons that are lost
or rejected by the collection fibers. For the 0-deg fibers �Figs.
9�a� and 9�b��, with greater epithelial scattering, the injected
photons diverge quickly and lift the overall distribution to-
ward the tissue surface. However, the fluence level near the
epithelium-stroma interface has become less concentrated and
thus results in a loss of detected reflectance from the same
region. Similar observations can be made for the −20-deg
fibers, with the exception that appreciable gains in both epi-
thelial and total reflectance are observed where there is stron-
ger epithelial scattering. When the tissue model employs the
greater epithelial scattering coefficients, the −20-deg fibers
detect more photons near the epithelium-stroma interface
�Fig. 9�d��, whereas the lesser scattering epithelial layer leads
to a less efficient reflectance gathering from the same region
of the tissue �Fig. 9�c��. To explain this phenomenon, we be-
lieve that the stronger epithelial scattering causes the incident
photons to diverge more quickly and that this then results in a
rise in reflectance carried by photons near the epithelium-
stroma boundary. The radius of incident beam, expanded by
the stronger epithelial scattering, seems to escape the effective
detection region of the 0-deg collection fibers; consequently,
we observe a decrease in detected fluence inside the stromal
layer that overshadows the moderate gain in epithelial reflec-
tance, and consequently results in a net loss in the overall
reflectance. On the other hand, the expanded incident beam
better illuminates the tissue space visible to the outwardly
rotated −20-deg fibers, which consequently results in greater
reflectance sampled from the tissue.

4.3 Assessment of Probing Depths
In addition to the spectral relationship between the fiber ge-

Fig. 8 The lateral density distribution of detected reflectance, as mea-
sured from the center of the source fiber, as photons reach their re-
spective maximum probing depths in tissue. Both instances of the 0-
and −20-deg collection fibers under low ��s=4.82 mm−1� and high
��s=14.2 mm−1� epithelial scattering conditions, which respectively
represent the normal and abnormal epithelial scattering properties,
are demonstrated. The horizontal axis is partitioned into sections of
10 �m.
ometry and tissue scattering, the probing depths of a fiber

July/August 2007 � Vol. 12�4�0
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robe may also be affected by the changes in tissue scattering
roperties. For the 0-deg fibers, the increasing epithelial scat-
ering shifts the proportionality of detected reflectance toward
he surface and results in a trend of decreasing probing
epths. However, a less intuitive result is that the reduction in
he stromal scattering also increases the probing depths when
he epithelial scattering remains constant. Conventionally, re-
uction in stromal scattering should decrease the amount of
hotons reemitted from the basal layer and shift the spatial
mphasis to the superficial layer. In fact, while that may be
rue for some cases, our simulation data indicate that smaller
tromal scattering coefficients allow photons to penetrate
ore deeply and travel greater distances in the tissue model

efore detection by the collection fibers. This prolonged tissue
enetration may well offset the reduction of stromal reflec-

ig. 9 �a� through �d� Internal fluence distribution in tissue for 0- a
pithelial scattering conditions that respectively represent the norma
odels. The grid size is 10�10 �m.
ance in the calculation of probing depths �Eq. �1��, and an

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044012-1
increase in the calculated probing depths is therefore seen as
associated with decreasing stromal scattering. Once the scat-
tering transitions in both layers are combined, the probing
depths are further reduced as tissue scattering conditions
transform from normal to abnormal. The combination of high
epithelial and low stromal scattering coefficients strongly di-
minishes the number of reflected rays from the basal layer
and, consequently, further amplifies the reduction in probing
depths, in spite of the prolonged penetration depths and path
lengths of individual photons in the stromal layer.

Compared to the 0-deg fibers, the probing depths of the
40-deg fibers show a different dependence on the scattering
properties of the tissue model, as the probing depths decrease
in all three scenarios of tissue scattering. It should be recalled
that moderately deeper depths are achieved with decreasingly

-deg fibers under low ��s=4.82 mm−1� and high ��s=14.2 mm−1�
abnormal epithelial scattering properties implemented in our tissue
nd −20
l and
intensive stromal scattering when the 0-deg fibers are used;

July/August 2007 � Vol. 12�4�1
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owever, in the instance of the 40-deg fibers, the probing
epths are shifted toward the tissue surface under the same
cattering conditions. According to the numerical results of
ur simulation, there is a significant reduction in the number
f photons that penetrate to the region near the epithelium-
troma interface. In other words, there is a loss of reflectance
hat originates from the basal epithelium and top of the
troma. The exclusion of these moderately penetrating pho-
ons shifts the weight of reflectance distribution toward the
urface. This loss can be elucidated by the scattering coeffi-
ients of the stroma, which acts as a background reflector
nderneath the epithelial layer. As the scattering coefficients
f the stromal layer decrease, more photons are able to propa-
ate into the deeper space of the tissue model and then exit
utside the collecting region of the 40-deg fibers. These pho-
ons, however, are better sampled by the 0- or −20-deg col-
ection geometry, as both result in a deeper distribution of
etected reflectance. The probing depths of the −20-deg fibers
rend in the same way as those of the orthogonal fibers, and
re therefore not repeated here.

.4 Sensitivities to Changes in Absorption
ased on the spectra shown in Fig. 5, it is evident that hemo-
lobin, being the dominant chromophore in tissue, strongly
ffects the fluence levels and shapes of the reflectance spectra.
n Fig. 5, the presence of hemoglobin absorption is the least
vident in the spectra collected by the 40-deg fibers and the
ost evident for the −20-deg fibers, as gauged by the reflec-

ance fluence at the Soret �420 nm� and Q-band �540 and
80 nm� wavelengths. As tissue absorption coefficients in-
rease with increased tissue abnormality, the reflectance levels
or all three fiber geometries correspondingly decrease. How-
ver, our data, as shown in Table 3, indicate that the 40-deg
bers are minimally affected by the changes in stromal ab-
orption coefficients due to their highly selective probing sen-
itivity to the epithelial layer. On the other hand, the −20-deg
bers yield reflectance spectra for which the fluence levels are
trongly sensitive to the increase in stromal absorption. These
esults indicate that the −20-deg fibers may be better utilized
o target neovascularization in the stromal region, whereas the
0-deg fibers can better eliminate hemoglobin interference
hen only superficial epithelium is the target of interest.

Conclusion
ased on our computational results, we demonstrate that an

ncrease in fiber obliquity with respect to the target surface
ields greater sensitivity to the superficial region of the
arget.27–29 Nevertheless, the spatial selectivity of fiber geom-
try also directly depends on the scattering and absorption
roperties of targeted regions in a turbid medium. Adopting a
wo-layer stratified epithelial tissue model, this study specifi-
ally assesses the effects of tissue scattering and absorption to
he spatial selection of reflectance sampling using angularly
ariable fiber geometry.

Three angular configurations, 0-, 40-, and −20-deg collec-
ion fibers, are placed in contact with the tissue model, and
eflectance spectra are computed using Monte Carlo simula-
ion. The 0-deg collection fibers, placed at SDSD of 300 �m,
re primarily affected by the changes of optical properties in

he stromal layer of the tissue model. Decreasing scattering

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044012-1
coefficients of the stromal layer significantly reduce the level
of reflectance collected at the tissue surface. More sensitive
assessments of the stromal layer, however, can be made when
the −20-deg collection fibers are used in place of the orthogo-
nal fibers. On the other hand, when the epithelial layer is the
sole variable in the model, neither the 0- nor −20-deg fiber
geometry yields significant changes in their respective reflec-
tance spectra. In addition, the shifts in spectral fluence and
structures for both the 0- and −20-deg fibers are much more
subdued, whereas the 40-deg fibers are particularly sensitive
to the values of epithelial scattering. The AUC metric indi-
cates a 250% gain in reflectance fluence as the epithelial scat-
tering condition transforms from normal �low� to abnormal
�high�. This acutely rapid response to epithelial scattering is a
promising indication that the 40-deg fibers may more sensi-
tively probe the physiological conditions of the epithelial
layer.

From the perspective of tissue absorption, we are inter-
ested in the effect of stromal absorption, largely due to hemo-
globin, on the performance of the fibers. Epithelial absorption
does not vary significantly enough to produce appreciable dis-
tinctions among the reflectance spectra for all fibers. We be-
lieve that, because the thickness of epithelium is typically
within a few hundred micrometers, the epithelial layer does
not provide the path lengths necessary for significant attenu-
ation in photonic weights. The simulation results confirm our
hypothesis by showing only miniscule distinctions among re-
flectance spectra when epithelial absorption coefficients are
the only variable in the model. Conversely, stromal absorption
dominantly affects the spectral fluence and structure of de-
tected reflectance. The deeply probing fiber probes, to include
the 0- or −20-deg collection fibers, are particularly responsive
to the levels of stromal absorption when such sensitivities are
measured by the AUC. For instance, a 12% reduction in the
AUC and a 44% reduction in the reflectance at the Soret
wavelength �420 nm� are observed for the −20-deg fibers as
the stromal absorption increases from the normal to abnormal
state. Approximately 7 and 30% reductions, with respect to
the AUC and Soret reflectance, are seen for the 0-deg fibers.
Under the same conditions, the superficially sensitive 40-deg
fibers only exhibit mere 2 and 5% decreases, correspondingly.

Achieving spatially resolved reflectance spectroscopy by
the use of angularly variable fiber geometry does seem prom-
ising. However, there remain a few issues that require further
investigation before such techniques can be widely applied to
clinical implementation, especially those involving in-vivo ap-
plications. For instance, depending on the target tissues, some
in-vivo measurements may pose a restriction on the size of
fiber probes that can be properly fitted into bodily orifices.
Also, to avoid permanent fractures to the fibers, the physical
dimension of the probes must accommodate the added spatial
requirement of direct fiber rotation and may consequently be-
come too rigid and bulky to maneuver in some bodily orifices.
If, however, alternative methods of angular variability are
available, significant fiber rotation may not be necessary. For
example, facet beveling, to a certain extent, bends the optical
axis of fiber optics, and when combined with moderate fiber
rotation, the desired collection angles can be achieved without
overly expanding probe sizes. Ray-guiding optical elements
have also been used in various side-viewing probes to achieve

27,31
an effect similar to angled collection.
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In summary, we complete a model-based simulation study
hat encompasses the use of angularly variable fiber geometry
o achieve spatially resolved reflectance measurements in a
wo-layer tissue model. Based on the results of our study, we
elieve that oblique fiber geometry can effectively resolve the
hanges in tissue properties in layered tissue structures. As
hown in this study, the 40-deg fiber geometry is capable of
ccurately detecting the increasing scattering coefficients of
he epithelial layer. The resultant reflectance spectra can be
irectly correlated to the scattering conditions inside the epi-
helium, and, at the same time, hemoglobin interference from
he stroma is minimized. With the 40-deg fibers, contrast in
eflectance spectra, which signifies increasing epithelial dys-
lasia, is much more discernable than that achieved by con-
entional orthogonal fibers. The enhanced sensitivity to epi-
helial abnormality may consequently lead to earlier disease
iagnosis. We have also demonstrated that stromal tissue di-
gnosis can be realized using the −20-deg fibers, which are
articularly sensitive to the changes in stromal tissue proper-
ies. This may be of great importance for cancer diagnosis at
ater stages where angiogenesis prevails in the stroma. Most
mportantly, this study has provided strong evidence that spa-
ially resolved reflectance spectroscopy in tissue can be real-
zed via this simple geometric means of varying the collection
ber angles. Finally, using this study as a foundation, our
uture investigations will specifically focus on angled fiber
robes by using tissue phantoms, in-vitro tissue samples, and
mplementations of clinically applicable probe designs.
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